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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we focus on optimizing the assignment of
students to courses. The target courses are conducted by
different teachers using the same syllabus, course design,
and lecture materials. More than 1,300 students are me-
chanically assigned to one of ten courses taught by different
teachers. Therefore, mismatches often occur between stu-
dents’ learning behavior patterns and teachers’ approach to
teaching. As a result, students may be less satisfied, have
a lower level of understanding of the material, and achieve
less. To solve these problems, we propose a strategy to op-
timize the assignment of students to courses based on learn-
ing activity analytics. The contributions of this study are
1) clarifying the relationship between learning behavior pat-
tern and teaching based on learning activity analytics using
large-scale educational data, 2) optimizing the assignment of
students to courses based on learning behavior pattern ana-
lytics, and 3) demonstrating the effectiveness of assignment
optimization via simulation experiments.

Keywords
Student assignment to courses, optimization, learning activ-
ity analytics

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the widespread use of digital learning environments
in education, collecting large-scale educational data has be-
come easier in recent years. For example, online course
educational systems such as Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) generate clickstream data from users who access
the course websites. E-Learning systems such as Black-

board [5] and Moodle [9] record clickstream data when users
submit reports, access materials, complete quizzes, etc. Ed-
ucational data can also be extracted from e-Book systems
(digital textbook systems), which provide precise logs of ac-
tions such as page movement, bookmarks, highlights, text
memos, and so on. These large-scale educational data play
a crucial role in the research domains of learning analytics
and educational data mining.

Learning analytics is defined as the measurement, collec-
tion, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their
contexts for understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments in which it occurs [1]. Various studies thus
far have focused on learning analytics, including learning
activity analysis [25], identifying at-risk students [17, 21],
understanding learning paths [7], pattern mining [15], per-
formance prediction [6, 14], and learning support [20].

In this paper, we focus on optimizing the assignment of stu-
dents to courses. The optimization of assignment is often
discussed for the purpose of timetabling problem [2, 18],
teacher assignment to courses[8, 16], student assignment to
courses [12, 19], and so on. The objective is to reduce the
time consuming cost of educational office persons and fac-
ulty members, or to maximize the satisfaction of students
and teachers. For these reasons, assignment problem is often
applied to multi-different courses with consideration of the
classroom capacities and preference of students and teach-
ers. In contrast to these existing studies, the target courses
of our study are conducted by different teachers using the
same syllabus, course design, and lecture materials. More
than 1,300 students are mechanically assigned to one of ten
courses taught by different teachers. Therefore, mismatches
often occur between students’ learning behavior patterns
and teachers’ approach to teaching. As a result, students
may be less satisfied, have a lower level of understanding of
the material, and achieve less. To solve these problems, we
propose a strategy to optimize the assignment of students
to courses based on learning activity analytics.

The research questions and contributions of this study are
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summarized as follows.

Research questions:

RQ1. Are learning activities common among courses or char-
acterized by each individual course?

RQ2. Does better matching between the learning behavior
pattern and teaching improve students’ performance?

Contributions::

C1. Clarify the relationship between learning behavior pat-
tern and teaching based on learning activity analytics
using large-scale educational data.

C2. Optimize the assignment of students to courses based
on learning behavior pattern analytics.

C3. Demonstrate the effectiveness of assignment optimiza-
tion via simulation experiments.

In this paper, we review related research in the section 2 and
then provide an overview of the proposed method including
information about courses and the dataset in the section 3
The section 4 and section 5 discuss in detail the proposed
method and strategy, and are followed by the discussion and
conclusion in the section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Optimization of assignment problem has been applied to
several applications; such as timetabling problem [2, 18],
classroom allocation problem [22], teacher assignment to
courses [8, 16], student assignment to courses [24, 4, 12,
19], student grouping problem [11].

Elloumi et al. [2] defined the exam timetabling problem as
the scheduling of exams to time slots, and the assignment
of a set of exams to available classrooms. The objective was
addressed to minimize the total capacity of the assigned
classrooms. Phillips et al. [18] tackled the classroom as-
signment problem of university course timetabling. They
solved an exact integer programming model for room as-
signment to get a Pareto optimal solution with respect to
several solution quality measures on data from the univer-
sity. Thongsanit [22] solved the classroom allocation prob-
lem. The number of students, the period of each course,
the capacity of each classroom were used for optimization.
Excel premium solver was applied to solve the problem.

Domenech et al. [8] solved the problem of teacher assign-
ment to courses, taking teachers’ preference into considera-
tion. They developed a mixed integer linear programming
model to balance teachers’ teaching load and to maximize
teachers’ preference for courses. Ongy [16] also dealt with
the teacher assignment problem to specific sections of par-
ticular courses. The assignment was solved to maximize the
matching between teachers’ competency to a specific sub-
ject. A mathematical model of the assignment process was
formulated using mixed-integer programming.

Varone et al. [24] tackled the problem of course scheduling
and assignment of students. They addressed students’ pref-
erence for each course, a minimum number of students re-
quired to open a course, a maximum number of students for
each course. The problem was defined as a generalization of

the student project allocation problem, and was solved by an
integer programming problem. Ivo et al. [12] dealt with the
problem of assigning students to elective courses according
to their preference. They presented an integer programming
model that maximizes the total student satisfaction in line
with a number of different constraints. Shannon et al. [19]
proposed an evolutionary algorithm for assigning students
to courses. They addressed a situation where each student
specified a set of courses with preference, and capacity of
each course was given. The object was to maximize the
overall student satisfaction by assigning each student to a
course as high on his/her preference as possible.

As introduced above, optimization problems are often de-
fined as a family of integer programming problem. One of
common criteria is the capacity information such as class-
room size, the number of students required by each course.
In addition, taking preference of students or teachers into
consideration will improve the satisfaction of them. In con-
trast to these studies, our study focuses on compulsory courses
which all students have to join. The courses are conducted
by several teachers in parallel, because of the limited capac-
ity of each classroom. In compulsory courses, considering
preference of students does not make much sense. There-
fore, our method introduces a matching between learning be-
havior pattern and teaching which are objectively observed
through the analytics of learning logs, instead of using sub-
jective preference of students. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our study is the first case to introduce the learning
activity analytics results to optimizing student assignment
to courses.

3. OVERVIEW OF METHODS
3.1 Lecture Course and Dataset
The dataset used in this study was collected from e-Learning
and e-Book systems. The target courses were a series of
lectures that constitutes the “Primary Course of Cyber Se-
curity,” which commenced in Kyushu University in April
2018. Overall, 1,354 students were assigned to one of the
10 courses in advance. The lectures were conducted by six
teachers in face-to-face style over seven weeks. Teachers fol-
lowed the same syllabus and used the same lecture materials
in the courses. Table 1 provides detailed information on the
courses: teacher, course id and number of students. Note
that in each course, four teachers were assigned to give two
lectures each.

Table 1: Course Information
teacher course id students

Te01 60ab104927 114
Te01 6b1900c56c 120
Te02 9a683161f5 171
Te02 86066cba6d 143
Te03 792efa2c1b 139
Te03 34451e8c77 129
Te04 24a65f29b6 137
Te04 dbed6c966a 140
Te05 39a67f80f4 133
Te06 65bb6224af 128

All students have their own laptops and bring them to ac-
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cess the e-Learning and e-Book systems during the lecture.
We collected the learning activity logs over seven weeks.
When an e-Book is operated, its timestamp, user id, mate-
rial id, page number, and operation name are automatically
recorded as an operation event. There are many types of
operations; for example, OPEN indicates that a student has
opened the e-Book file and NEXT indicates that the student
has clicked the next button to move to the subsequent page.
Students can bookmark a specific page, highlight selected
characters, and make notes on a page. These operations cor-
respond to the events ADD BOOKMARK, ADD MARKER,
and ADD MEMO, respectively. A total of 4,087,730 e-Book
operation logs were collected.

3.2 Analytics Flow
The analytics flow of this study comprises two stages. The
first stage involves extracting the analytics of learning activ-
ities and quiz scores from each course. Statistical summaries
of e-book operations, the browsing time for each page, and
the distribution of the quiz scores for each lecture are ana-
lyzed to gather the characteristics of the courses. We then
perform further detailed analytics of learning activities over
courses to investigate the relationship between learning be-
havior patterns and quiz scores. We will show the possibility
of optimizing the assignment of students to courses based on
the results of these analytics.

At the second stage, we tackle the optimization issue, aiming
to match learning behavior patterns and teaching to improve
students’ understanding of course contents. To this end, we
use students’ quiz scores instead of their level of understand-
ing of course contents. We solve the optimization problem
as a generalized assignment problem. We define a new cost
function to realize the best assignment. We investigate the
effectiveness of our assignment of students through simula-
tion experiments.

4. LEARNING BEHAVIOR PATTERN AN-
ALYTICS

There are several existing approaches to analyze learning be-
havior patterns in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)[13,
10, 3]. On the other hand, our study focuses on learning logs
collected during in-class, i.e., face-to-face lecture time, and
out-class activities. Therefore, we newly design a method-
ology to analyze learning activities of students.

4.1 Course Activity Summary
The learning logs consist of four types of datasets: e-book
operation logs, lecture material information, lecture time
information, and quiz scores. First, we divide the e-book
operation logs into in-class activity logs and out-class activ-
ity logs by referring to the lecture time information. With
ten courses in the dataset, we acquire ten sets of in-class
and out-class activity logs after the division procedure. Sec-
ond, the in-class and out-class activity logs are aggregated
page by page. The aggregation procedure is performed for
each week (for seven weeks). This allows us to analyze the
page-wise activity of each week. In addition, we calculate
students’ browsing time on each page by subtracting the
timestamps between successive page transition events. Con-
sequently, we acquire the total length of students’ browsing
time for each page.

Figure 1: In-class Learning activity, browsing time
and quiz scores of each course in the 1st week.
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Figure 1 shows the visualization result of in-class activity,
browsing time, and quiz scores for the first week (The figure
is arranged with 90-degree rotation due to the page space
limitation). The figure on the left displays page-wise e-book
operations including “BOOKMARK,” “HIGHLIGHT,” and
“MEMO.” The horizontal axis represents the page number
while the vertical axis shows the number of operations ag-
gregated by the students. Each row corresponds to a single
course. The central figure shows students’ page-wise brows-
ing time during lectures. The vertical axis of this figure is the
timed duration (seconds). The figure on the right displays
the quiz score distribution. After the lecture every week,
students answered quizzes (averagely 5 questions). The quiz
scores are normalized between 0 and 5 (full marks). The hor-
izontal axis shows the scores and the vertical axis represents
the number of students. The distributions of operations,
browsing time, and quiz score are characterized for each
course. For instance, the e-book operations are recorded
in the former pages much more than latter pages. Regard-
ing students’ browsing time, a longer time was spent on the
former pages rather than latter pages. The quiz scores are
also characterized by courses. The courses in the seventh
and eighth rows received lower scores compared with other
courses.

Next, let us focus on sets of two specific courses conducted
by the same teachers. Of six teachers, four (Te01, Te02,
Te03, and Te04) have two courses, as summarized in Ta-
ble 1. We can see that the visualized results are similar for
courses conducted by Te01, Te02, and Te03 compared with
those of other teachers. Especially in the case of Te01 and
Te02, the frequency of the e-book operation logs and brows-
ing time for e-books have common peaks. On the other
hand, in the case of Te04, the distributions are not so sim-
ilar between two courses compared with the cases of other
teachers. Even so, the similarity of the two distributions are
higher than the courses conducted by the other teachers.
Figure 2 shows the summary of e-book operation usage and
quiz scores of each course in the first week. In the case of
bookmark, highlight and memo operations, the value rep-
resents the average usage of each operation per page. The
quiz score is normalized between 0 and 1. The higher value
implies that students used the operations frequently or re-
ceived better quiz scores. This figure illustrates that the
courses conducted by the same teachers have similar values.
While we show the result of the first week only due to the
page space limitation, a similar tendency was observed in
the other weeks.

From the above results, we inferred the following points.
First, teachers have their own teaching ways, which do not
differ widely between courses. Second, students’ learning
activities are strongly affected by the teaching ways. To in-
vestigate these hypotheses, we further analyzed course char-
acteristics.

4.2 Learning Activity Features
If learning activities are affected by teachers, the activities
in each course should form a cluster, and the clusters related
to the same teacher should have more similar features than
the other clusters. For the investigation, we define a feature
vector Fu,l that represents the learning activities of student
u for a lecture material l.

Figure 2: Learning activities in the 1st week.

To simplify the mathematical formulation, the notation u is
omitted from the following explanation. Let fp be a page-
wise feature vector in page p of the lecture material. The fp
has eight elements;

fp = (bip, h
i
p,m

i
p, t

i
p, b

o
p, h

o
p,m

o
p, t

o
p), (1)

where b∗p, h
∗
p, and m∗

p are the number of operation logs of
“BOOKMARK,”“HIGHLIGHT,”and“MEMO”recorded dur-
ing (∗ = i)/outside (∗ = o) the lecture time. The tip and top
are the browsing time of page i during the lecture time and
outside lecture time, respectively. A feature vector for a spe-
cific lecture material l containing lN pages is defined by the
concatenation of fp as

Fl = (f1, . . . , fp, . . . , flN ). (2)

For instance, when a lecture material l consists of 50 pages,
the feature vector has 400 (8-dim ×50 pages) dimensions.
Note that, in fact, the feature vector is calculated for each
student u defined as Fu,l.

We apply t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embed-
ding) [23] to investigate the similarity and dissimilarity of
feature vectors within the course and among the courses. t-
SNE is a technique for dimensionality reduction. It is often
used for the visualization of high-dimensional datasets. It
converts similarities between data points to joint probabil-
ities and tries to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the joint probabilities of low-dimensional embed-
ding and high-dimensional data. Figure 3 shows the visual-
ization result in two-dimensional space. Courses are marked
by color. We can see that the feature vectors distribute
closely in the same course, while those of other courses make
distinguishable clusters. From these results, we can say that
learning activities are affected by teachers, as mentioned in
the previous section.

4.3 Learning Activity vs. Quiz Score
Through analyzing e-book operation logs and learning ac-
tivity features, we found that the learning activity itself is
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Figure 3: Visualization of feature vectors by t-SNE.

characterized by courses, i.e., teachers who conducted the
lectures. On the other hand, the relationship between learn-
ing activities and quiz scores was not addressed in previous
analytics. Although learning activity (i.e., feature vector
Fu,l) is similar in the same course, quiz scores are distributed
widely, as shown in the right part of Figure 1. Therefore, it
is important to perform a relation analysis between learning
activities and quiz scores.

To extract the characteristics of learning activities, we ap-
ply the k-means clustering method to the set of feature vec-
tors Fu,l acquired from all students. Then, we investigate
the quiz score of each cluster and each course. Note that
the clustering is performed for all feature vectors without
considering the course id information. In other words, the
learning activity features are purely analyzed to generate
clusters. Afterwards, we put the course id again to each
feature vector to investigate the clustering result. Figure 4
shows the result of the first week when the number of clus-
ters was set to be 5. The horizontal axis is the course id and
the vertical axis is the cluster id (from 0 to 4, totally 5 clus-
ters). The value of each cell indicates the average quiz score.
For example, in the left column and fifth row, the score is
3. This means that the students in course id “60ab104927,”
with learning activity in cluster id “4” received the score of 3
on an average. The cells with values of zero indicate that no
student belongs to the cluster or the course. The detailed
distribution of quiz scores in each cluster is shown in Fig-
ure 5. The horizontal axis is the cluster id, and the vertical
axis is the number of students over courses. We can see that
each cluster cannot be explained by quiz scores. Even in the
same cluster, that is, even in the similar learning activity,
some students received better scores while others received
worse scores.

Figure 4 displays interesting and important characteristics
of lectures. First, some clusters (e.g., cluster id 0) represent
the characteristics of learning activities observed only in lim-
ited courses (e.g., course id“9a683161f5”and“86066cba6d”).
In the case of cluster id 1, the corresponding learning activ-
ities are observed in all courses, but the average quiz scores
are different. Students in course id “86066cba6d” received
higher scores, while those in course id “24a65f29b6” received
lower scores than in the other courses. On the other hand,

Figure 4: Average quiz scores of each cluster and
each course when the number of clusters was 5 in
the 1st week.

Figure 5: Quiz score description of each cluster in
the 1st week.

each column also shows interesting characteristics of each
course. For example, students belonging to cluster id 2 re-
ceived high scores in course id “39a67f80f4,” while those in
cluster id 3 received lower scores. In the case of course ids
“60ab104927” and “792efa2c1b,” the scores of cluster id 3 are
higher than those of cluster id 2. Therefore, our findings are
summarized as follows. Even if learning activities are simi-
lar, quiz scores differ among courses. The characteristics of
each course and its method of scoring quizzes are different
for each cluster. We investigated these characteristics by
changing the number of clusters from 3 to 29 (14 patterns)
and found the same results. Due to length limitations, we
only show additional results when the number of clusters
was set to 15 in Figure 6. As the number of clusters in-
creases, course-specific clusters appear, such as cluster id 1,
2, and 3.

5. OPTIMIZATION OF STUDENT ASSIGN-
MENT TO COURSES

Based on the results of the learning activity analysis and
findings in the previous section, we optimize the process
of assigning students to courses considering learning activ-
ities and course characteristics. In this section, we define
the characteristic of courses c as the ability to give a stu-
dent group g a quiz score Ac,g,l on average for the lecture
material l. Note that the lecture material l completely cor-
responds to each week, so that we can regard the l as the
indicator of week. The c, g, and Ac,g,1(l = 1) correspond
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Figure 6: Average quiz scores of each cluster and
each course when the number of clusters was 15 in
the 1st week.

to the column, row, and element value in Figure 4, respec-
tively. Our assumption is that students will get better quiz
scores if they move to better-suited courses. For example,
students in group c =“dbed6c966a” and g = 3 received an
average quiz score of 2.0 (i.e., Ac,g,1 = 2.0). If they could
move to another course, “792efa2c1b,” their quiz score would
become 1.89 points higher (will receive 3.89 points on aver-
age). While this is an ideal situation, we suppose that a good
match between course characteristics and learning behavior
patterns will generate positive effects. Therefore, we pro-
pose an optimized strategy of assigning students to courses
based on learning activity analytics.

5.1 Assignment Problem
The optimization of assignment can be considered the gen-
eralized assignment problem (GAP). The GAP is a problem
in combinatorial optimization in which each agent in one
set is matched to a single task in another set. Each task has
a limited capacity for agents, and the goal is to minimize
the sum of the costs or maximize the sum of profits. For-
mally, the problem can be stated as an integer programming
problem.

In the case of our study, the agents and tasks can be replaced
by the courses and students. The problem is:

minimize

C∑
c=1

U∑
u=1

wc,uxc,u (3)

subject to

U∑
u=1

xc,u ≥ Sc, for c = 1, . . . , C (4)

C∑
c=1

xc,u = 1, for u = 1, . . . , U (5)

where C is the number of courses, U is the number of stu-
dents, and wc,u is the cost for the assignment of student u
to course c. The detailed definition of wc,u will be explained
later. The xc,u becomes 1 if student u is assigned to course
c; otherwise, it is zero. The Sc is the minimum of students
required in course c.

We define the cost wc,u as follows:

wc,u = (H −Ac,m(u)) + b (6)

where H is the maximum quiz score, m(u) is a map func-
tion that presents the group g (i.e., cluster id) to which the
student u belongs, and b is the bias term to penalize chang-
ing courses. The first term (H − Ac,m(u)) becomes smaller
when student u is assigned to a course c in which student
u will likely receive a higher quiz score. In other words,
student u belonging to group m(u) is likely to move to a
course that gives higher quiz scores for group m(u). Note
that m(u) indicates the student group (cluster id) that has
a similar learning activity within the group, so that we can
estimate a quiz score Ac,m(u) for every assignment situation
because Ac,m(u) corresponds to an element in Figure 4. The
bias term b gives an additional cost to constrain the course
movement (change of the assignment from one course to an-
other). If we give a large value to b, the wc,u also becomes
large, which most likely results in students remaining in the
current course. Note that the above equations are calcu-
lated in each week so that the notation l, which identifies
the lecture material, hsould be put on each term such as
wc,u,l, xc,u,l, Ac,m(u),l. In the avobe equations, we omitted
the notation l to simplify the mathematical formulation.

5.2 Assignment Results
We conducted experiments to investigate the proposed as-
signment strategy. We varied the number of clusters from
3 to 29 (14 patterns) and the bias b from 0.0 to 1.0. We
performed k-means clustering to acquire the relation matrix
of the quiz scores between student groups g and courses c as
shown in Figure 4. Next, we solved the generalized assign-
ment problem by changing the bias value to 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
and 1.0. Assignment optimization was conducted for each
week individually so that we acquired a total of 490 assign-
ment results (14 clustering patterns × 5 bias patterns × 7
weeks). In the following paragraph, we report how the as-
signment result changed according to the number of clusters
and the strength of the bias.

First, we investigated how many students were assigned (moved)
to the other courses. Figure 7 shows the assignment results
when the number of clusters was 5 and the bias was 0.5.
Course ids are arranged in horizontal and vertical lines. The
horizontal line indicates the course id to which students be-
longed before the assignment, that is, the original course as-
signed by the university. The vertical line shows the course
id to which students were assigned after the optimization
of the assignment problem. The value of each cell is the
number of students. For example, 137 of 139 students who
originally belonged to “86066cba6d” remained in the same
course, but 2 students moved to the course “9a683161f5.” In
the case of this result, the bias was set to be 0.5, which is a
relatively strong bias to constrain course changes, resulting
in students remaining in original courses (large value in diag-
onal element) rather than changing courses. Interestingly, a
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Figure 7: Movement matrix when the number of
clusters was 5 in the first week.

large movement occurred between course “dbed6c966a” and
“39a67f80f4.” Figure 8 shows another result when the num-
ber of clusters was 15 and the bias was 0.0 (no bias). Com-
pared with Figure 7, a larger number of students moved from
their original courses to other courses.

Next, we investigated the total number of students who
moved courses. Figure 9 shows the summarized result of
course movement. The horizontal axis shows the number
of clusters that we set when performing k-means clustering
for learning activity logs. The vertical axis displays the per-
centage of students who were assigned to the other courses.
The five lines represent the results with different values of
bias. In general, as the number of clusters increased and as
the value of bias decreased, many students were assigned to
other courses. The larger number of clusters generated small
clusters that precisely indicate the representative learning
activities, which is why the flexibility of the matching be-
tween students and courses increased. In the case of no bias
(bias b = 0.0), students moved among courses the most flex-
ibly.

The flexibility directly related to the encouragement of quiz
scores. Figure 10 shows the improved quiz scores after the
optimization of student assignments. The vertical axis is the
value of the improved quiz score. In fact, the improvement in
the quiz score q̂u,l of each student u for the lecture material
l (i.e., lth week) was calculated by:

q̂u,l = qorgu,l −Ac,m̂(u),l (7)

where qorgu,l is the original quiz score of student u in lth week

and m̂(u) is the map function that gives the group id (clus-
ter id) to which student u was assigned. The line graphs
indicate the average of score q̂u,l of all students over seven
weeks. We can see the similar tendency of the line graphs
compared with Figure 9. We further investigated the im-
provement of quiz scores in each week. We identified three
typical cases:

Figure 8: Movement matrix when the number of
clusters was 15 in the first week.

Figure 9: Course movement over 7 weeks.

2nd week: w2 the original score was higher on average
than in other weeks.

4th week: w4 the original score was lower on average than
in other weeks.

6th week: w6 the original score was at an average level
over 7 weeks.

Figure 11 shows the line graphs of three cases; the solid
line and dashed line correspond to the different settings of
bias value at 0.0 and 0.5, respectively. The lower the orig-
inal score (fourth week), the more the score was improved.
From these results, we can expect to improve the quiz scores
through the optimization of student assignments. The level
of improvement is affected by the number of clusters and the
value of bias. In addition, the number of course movements
is strongly affected by the bias.

Finally, we note again that the experiments in this section
demonstrate the success of the proposed optimization strat-
egy based on the analytics of learning activities. Although
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Figure 10: Score improvement after optimization of
student assignment to courses.

Figure 11: Three typical examples of score improve-
ment.

the improvement of quiz score q̂u,l is a simulated result, we
can expect students to get better scores if matching between
students and courses is optimized. This expectation comes
from the fact that matching optimization provided better
scores, as shown in Figure 4 and 6 of the previous section.

5.3 Simulation in a Realistic Situation
In this section, we conduct simulated experiments consider-
ing a more realistic situation. The proposed optimization
method requires students’ learning activity logs to analyze
learning behavior patterns and quiz scores. Therefore, we
assume that the optimization of student assignment is per-
formed after the lecture of the first week. Using the data
from learning activities and quiz scores collected in the first
week, we optimize the assignment of students to courses.
The assignment then remains the same after the second lec-
ture. We simulated the quiz scores of students who were
assigned to another course after the first lecture from the
second to seventh week.

This simulation is difficult because although the actual quiz
scores in the original courses are known, quiz scores after
the optimization of assignments are unknown. Therefore,
we must estimate students’ quiz scores after optimization.
We will now review the purpose of clustering learning activi-

ties. As concluded in the previous section, students received
different quiz scores even when their learning activities were
similar. After the optimization of student assignment to
courses, students who received worse scores in the original
course should be moved to another course in which they
will receive better quiz scores. Therefore, we will focus on a
student who has a similar learning activity in the course to
which the target student is assigned. More specifically, let a
target student be y and consider a situation where student
y is assigned to course c. For all students who originally
belonged to course c, we search for a student z who has the
most similar learning activity to student y. Mathematically,

z = arg min
u

|Fy,l − Fu,l| (8)

where Fu,l is a feature vector of learning activity of student u
for the lecture material l. The lecture material l corresponds
to a specific lecture, so that we can regard l as the lecture
conducted in each week. Finally, we regard the original quiz
score qorgz,l of student z as the estimated score of the target
student y. Let q̂new

y,l be the estimated quiz score of student y
after the assignment. The score improvement ratio ry,l can
be calculated by:

ry,l =
q̂new
y,l − qorgy,l

H − qorgy,l

(9)

where H is the maximum quiz score (the same with eq. 6)
and qorgy is the quiz score of student y in the original course.
Note that qorgy,l is the actual quiz score and q̂new

y,l is the esti-
mated quiz score. Figure 12 illustrates the overview of the
simulation strategy. In the Figure, student y is assigned to
course A after the 1st week. The quiz scores from the 2nd
week to 7th week have to be estimated because the student
y has the quiz scores in the original course B. Our strat-
egy explore the most similar (matched) feature vector Fu,l

from the students in course A. In the case of this figure, the
learning activities of student 1 and student 2 are the best
matched in the 2nd week and 3rd week, respectively. As
the results, the quiz score of qorg1,2 and qorg2,3 are used for the
estimated quiz scores of student y in the 2nd week and 3rd
week, respectively.

Figure 13 shows the simulation result. The horizontal axis
shows the number of clusters, and the vertical axis repre-
sents the score improvement ratio. The improvement ratio
is averaged over six weeks (from the 2nd to 7th week) and
over students who moved from the original course to the
other course. Totally, the improvement ratio of every set-
ting (any number of clusters, or any value of biases) was
higher than zero, which means that the student assignments
created positive effects for students. The scale of the effect
was the largest when we set the bias b to 1.0. In contrast to
the result in Figure 10, the largest value of bias provided the
best result. This is because the improvement ratio is summa-
rized by students who were assigned to the other course only.
In the case of a large value of bias b, the movement from one
course to another is constrained, so that a small number of
students actually changed courses, as shown in Figure 9. As
a result, the optimization of student assignment provided
higher effects (i.e., made students receive better quiz scores)
for a limited number of students. As the number of students
increases (the bias decreases), the effect becomes smaller due
to averaging calculation of improvement ratios. There was
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Figure 12: Overview of simulation experiment how
to estimate the quiz scores in the newly assigned
course

Figure 13: Average score improvement ratio over 6
weeks.

not a large difference of improvement ratios among the four
settings where the bias value was 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, or 0.5 when
the number of clusters was larger than five. In terms of the
calculation cost and ease in explaining/interpreting learning
activities, we prefer the smaller number of clusters, so that
selecting the five clusters is one of the reasonable solutions.

Finally, Figure 14 shows the weekly improvement ratio when
the number of clusters was fixed to be five. From the fourth
(w4) to the seventh week (w7), a similar tendency was ob-
served: The large value of bias b provided higher improve-
ment. On the other hand, in the second (w2) and third
weeks (w3), even the smaller value of bias b provided better
results. We guess that the factor comes from the calculation
of improvement ratio. When the original quiz scores are
close to the maximum quiz score H, the denominator eq. 9
becomes smaller, resulting in a larger improvement ratio.
In fact, the average of the original quiz scores in the second
week was quite higher than in other weeks. In terms of max-
imization of the number of students who are supposed to get
better quiz scores, the constraint bias should be relaxed as

Figure 14: Average score improvement ratio of each
week when the number of clusters was 5.

least as possible. Therefore, a reasonable guideline to set
the number of clusters and bias is to set a smaller number
of clusters (such as 5 or 7) and set a smaller value of bias
(such as 0.1, 0.3, or 0.5).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We proposed a strategy to optimize the assignment of stu-
dents to courses based on learning activity analytics. This
optimization is first intended to minimize the mismatch be-
tween students’ learning behavior patterns and teachers, and
second to maximize the improvement of students’ quiz scores
by assigning them to courses that are more suited to their
learning behavior patterns. The success of these interven-
tions are supported by the learning analytics results. Ana-
lyzing e-book operation logs and quiz scores collected from
1,354 students in 10 courses based on the same syllabus
and lecture materials, we identified the following findings.
From the macro perspective, learning activities are affected
by teachers. Although teachers are not directly observed
by teaching logs, the patterns implicitly appear as course-
specific features, as shown in Figure 3. From the micro per-
spective, students’ learning activities can be grouped into
several clusters, each cluster representing a feature of such
learning activities. Regardless of courses, students have sim-
ilar learning activity features if they belong to the same clus-
ter. On the other hand, quiz scores differ among students
who belong to the same cluster. From these facts, we formu-
lated the hypothesis that good matching between learning
behavior pattern and teaching approach would provide bet-
ter effects for students.

Our proposed approach requires learning activity logs to be
acquired before students can be assigned to courses. Thus,
in our experiments, we used learning logs collected in the
first week and then optimized the assignment of students
for subsequent weeks. Another promising solution to this
matter could employ learning logs collected in other lecture
courses or in past courses. If such logs are available, learning
activities can be analyzed in advance and students can be
optimally assigned to courses before the first week’s lecture
begins. This paper showed the effectiveness of an optimiza-
tion strategy through the results of simulation experiments
in which quiz scores improved. Meanwhile, the proposed
method has another important aspect as a useful tool to
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simulate the effects of assignments in advance. In future
work, we will investigate the effectiveness of the optimiza-
tion strategy in live settings based on effect simulations.
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